2023-06-16 Meeting notes

Date
16 Jun 2023 at 11 EST

Notification thread
https://lists.apache.org/thread/9nlidnwkvkt28o518rrlyxybnzcbj

Meeting Link
Sign up and RSVP to get the Zoom link https://www.meetup.com/apache-solr-virtual-community-meetups/events/294203499/?isFirstPublish=true

Discussion Topics

- OpenAPI Client Auto-generation Demo (see SOLR-16825) - Jason Gerlowski
- Ideas on how to test Windows solr.cmd? - Eric Pugh
- Social Media ideas - Alejandro Arrieta
- How do you performance test Solr in generic or specific use cases, share the tools and other insights
- Discussion Forum Discussion - David Mackey
- Solr Vector-based search updates - Function Queries in Lucene and High Dimension vectors in Solr - Alessandro Benedetti

Post-Meeting Summary

- Great discussion and widespread positive reaction to the OpenAPI work.
- As far as testing windows solr.cmd “use virtualbox”... still looking for volunteers to help to https://github.com/apache/solr/pull/1670/ to done.
- People liked the idea of having more social media and Alejandro is going to come back with ideas.
- Discussion on forum was positive, David Smiley going to look at what ASF policy is, and there was agreement this would be good. Two issues: bifurcating our communities, and then, what if forum goes away, do we loose everything. Can we back forum with email?
- We skipped the Perf Test topic in favour of dedicating a monthly meeting to this topic. Alex D has a PR about perf testing JSON, Jason G has some content. What other work that Noble/Ishan can present maybe? To be organized...